how to CREATE A PRAYER WALL

A Prayer Wall is a great resource for any Operation Christmas Child event or drop-off location. Visitors can take a photo of a child off the wall and write a personal prayer on the back. Then, the picture can be pinned back on the wall with the prayer facing out. Soon your wall will be filled with prayers for children who have received shoeboxes and may be participating in The Greatest Journey discipleship program.

In the images here, we had 200 pictures on our Prayer Wall, each cut to 4 inches by 4 inches. We printed 1,000 photos so that we had enough to refill the wall five times. The images ranged from packing parties to shoebox distributions and The Greatest Journey graduations around the world.

We would love to see your Prayer Wall so don’t forget to take pictures and post them on social media using the hashtag #praywithOCC.

Here is a list of items you will need:

- **Photos:** You are welcome to use your own photos. Or visit our Specialty Store at samaritanspurse.org/occ to order photos in sets of 100. For a large prayer wall, consider several sets of photos.
- **Thumbtacks**
- **Board:** We recommend using an 8 feet by 4 feet corkboard with an aluminum frame.
- **Fine point markers**
- **Instructions:** Write out directions on poster board or 8.5- by 11-inch paper so those walking by will know how to participate.

Please select a photo and write your prayer on the back.